Abstmct -Markov chain models are efficient tools for representing stochastic discrete event pr0ces.w with wide applications in decision and control. A novel approach to fuzzy-Petri-net reasoning generated solution to initial or another state in Markov-chain models is proposed. Reasoning is performed by a fuzzy-Petri-net supervisory controller employing a fuzzy-rule production system design and a fuzzyPetri.net reasoning algorithm, which has been developed and implemented in C++. 
I INTRODUCTION
The synergy of advanced technologies in applied computing, communication, control, and decision during the last couple of decades has given rise to highly complex, technologjcal, dynamic systems governed by some composition of time-driven and event-driven stochastic dynamics and referred to as discrete event systems. Their features have enhanced applications of Markov chain models and Petri-net models that complement each other, because they provide a framework for investigation studies of very many discrete event systems. Although in principle, a Markov chain model can be always solved, practice has demonstrated that this task is extremely difficult and steady-state (stationary) solutions in terms of state transition probabilities are sought and practically exploited. Even in the cease when steady-state solutions are sought there is no systematic way of how the initial state probability vector is to be chosen or determined [l] . It is known, on the other hand, that a Markov-chain decision model represents a discrete-event system in terms of sequence of state random values the probabilities of which at a time interval depend upon the random values at the previous time instant only. The controlling factor in a Markov chain is the transition probability, which is a conditional probability for the system to go to a particular next state given the current state of the system. In the present study we have explored a possible application of a two-level decision and control architecture, a supervisory controller that implements a fuzzy-Petri-net reformulation of Saridis' organizing intelligent controller [Z], [3] following his principle of increasing intelligence with decreasing precision 141. (FPN) formalism employed in here has achieved this due to more specific terms such as association of the KB propositions and places in the FPN through introducing an appropriately defined bijective function, and association of the KB transitions and degrees of truth. Furthermore, a formal separation between the representational scheme (the FPN itself) and the associated discrete dynamic process (data driven evaiuation algorithm) is established, yet it is not included as a part of the F'PN model. A more adequate handling of multi-propositional rules has been introduced and implemented too. Still degrees of truth of the rules remained numerical values, and the chaining is still done at the value level and therefore some drawbacks have been identified to be present. This model includes the handling of true fuzzy production rule system by taking degree of truth of the implication rules.
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II ON MARKOV CHAIN MODELS OF DISCRETE EVENT SYSTEMS
In the category of discrete-event processes, there may be processes that cause different types of changes and usually cause leap changes of states following occurrence of some event@). For instance, such are processes of planning and of forecasting and decision making analysis, which examine structural connections between state-transitions and event probabilities of the respective sets of attainable states and admissible events. Through this analysis it is possible to obtain the schedule of transitions and the basic units of time, which are needed for each transition. Solving problems like these requires the usage of state-transition and event-probability matrices embedded in Markov chain models, often a finite discrete-time Markov chain of events involving respective state transitions 11). g i = l -c j P i . i=O,l,2,..* (3) f ' can approximately describe a discrete Markov chain where the states of the chain are N integers. The element pii gives the transition probability for the random walk from state i to state j . The probability that the walk will terminate after state i is given by gi . As long the vector g , encompassing all these probabilities, is not zero the walk will eventually terminate. In fact, a Markov chain is a sequence of random values, whose probabilities at a next time instant of a given time interval depend upon the value at the immediately previous time instant (no state memory) regardless the time spent in the current state (no age memory):
The governing factor in a Markov chain is the transition probability, which is a conditional probability for the system to go to a particular new state, given the current state of the system with the assumption the initial one is known, P[X, =xo]=qeir Vej E E , ~E I O , N I with E a set of admissible events. For many problems, the Markov chain obtains the much-desired importance sampling meaning fairly efficient estimates can be obtained if the proper transition probabilities are determined. In terms of stochastic timed automata formalism, in which E represents the set of admissible events, X the set of attainable states, G(x) the set of enabled events defined with G(x) E for all x E X , G = (Gi :i E E) a stochastic clock structure, p = p(x" ; x, e,) a state transition probability defined for all
x " , X E x, e, E E such that p = p(x";x,e,) = 0 for all ev E G(x), and p o = po(x) probability mass function P [
x E x of the initial state x,, a Markov chain model is represented as
MsA = ( E , x, ,P,POIC)
with e, E G(x) representing the triggering event. In turn, the transition probability is an aggregate over all enabled events ej E G(x) that may cause the transition from state
x E x to state xi E X I which may depend on time, and it follows according to the rule of total probability C p b ' ; x , e ; ) -p ( e , , x ) ( 
6) e,EG(x)
where p(e,,x) is the probability that event ei occurs at state x . Should the state space is represented by nonnegative integers like in a random walk sequence, a Markov chain emanates from Chapman-Kolmogorov equation
It is therefore possible, in terms of an application of the FPS reasoning of the FPN supervisor that makes membership degrees evaluation largely satisfyng memorylees property, to assign the finally obtained values for output variables of the FPN supervisor to take the role of initial state probabilities of the observed Markov chain model. Thus, as a first step towards the desired resolve, a Markov chain with obligatory state probabilities, obtained from an expert system with a purpose after its evaluation processing has been completed, has been created. This way, it is believed, even becomes possible to apply control actions on events in the Markov chain models thus influence its discrete-event transition evolution. This is discussed in the two subsequent sections.
I11 ON FUZZY PRODUCTION RULE SYSTEM AND
PROCESS OF FUZZY-PETFU-NET REASONING
Although there may be found in the literature different conceptualization of fuzzy production rule systems, in here a rather generic representation of the rules is considered where PR={pr,! is the set of propositions and K is the number of propositions in the KB. In the case where a proposition is found several times in different fuzzy rules of the KB, a different place will be assigned to it for each of these appearances in the KB. The meaning of the transitions is more complex and involved to interpret because of the linking rules. In this work, basically the representation i s in terms of union of two types of transitions: T=T U T = It ,..., t , t ,..., t 1. Subset .TA includes the transitions associated with each one of the rules that make up the fuzzy-rule KB, whereas subset fl includes the transitions that are associated with the existence of links between propositions. Hence the input and the output functions over set T ought to be defined t'
. .
such that these associate to each transition the set of places which constitute its input and output, respectively. It is these functions that can have a different interpretation depending on the subset of T in which they are considered: In terms of graphs, the representation of the fuzzy Petrinet is defined as follows: (15) where also a truth function,J that assigns to each / g T R the linguistic truth value associated with the respective rule A' has been defined as follow: Here, V represents the set of linguistic values of the linguistic truth variable. It should be noted, in addition, that in this fitzzy Petri-net model the place p r is immediately reachable from place pk if
The adjacent transitions associated with chains will represent the multiple link situations: several rules establish inferences over the same variable and one or more later rules make use of this variable in its (their) antecedent part. In this case, a transition will be associated with each chain.
IV PROCESS OF FUZZY-PETRI-NET REASONING I N MARKOV MODEL STATE ESTIMAflON
It should be noted, the fundamental notion of executing a fuzzy-rule knowledge base that is represented by the respective Petri-net bipartite graph coincides with is that of a marked PN model. Marking indicates that the degree of fulfillment (DOF) of the associated proposition is known, so this proposition can be used in the process of obtaining new references. It will be necessary for the DOFs of the different propositions to be available all the time and be handled as appropriate. The latter required a well defined the fulfillment function
be introduced such that it assigns to each place a real value:
In the above presented I" representation structure, tokens are transferred from some places to others by means of the The marking mapping function makes explicit the requirement that the DOF of a set of propositions must be known before an evaluation of the KB can be c a n i d out.
From a given marking map M, the firing of a transition t' may produce a new marking map M*. 
Following a procedure that is analogous to the previous one we will obtain the DOF for proposition p q T :
T Now it is possible an outline of the actual reasoning algorithm to be given. Basically, it comprises a two-stage computing process: stage of defining the marking function, and stage of producing the DOFs of the corresponding propositions and firing of the active transitions. These stages are sequentially repeated until there are no more active transitions; at this moment the inference process will have been ended. Finally, an aggregation-assignment of a single possibility distribution to each output variable is performed.
Assume that f P and UP represent the sets that group input and output places, respectively. Then the outline of the reasoning algorithm is as follows:
Step 1 Initially, it is assumed only the DOFs of the propositions that operate on input variables, that is, those associated with input places, to be known. Therefore the initial making function wilt be:
M ( p i ) = ( U , i f p i~I P ; a n d I ,~p i E I P ) (32) Step 2 We f i r e the active transitions. Let t' be any active transition; that is,
The transition function t , = M x T + M , as defined with (21), in fact defines the successive marking functions as processing the algorithm evolves. In turn, the corresponding DOFs are obtained as follows:
If t E T 9 dP) = v I T dPJJ ork PPklPil 1 9 bbi E W 3 ) (35)
Step 3 Go back to step 2, while:
Step 4 For each output variable X, its associated possibility distribution a=&), i=l, ..., I, is found
with the set Px of places associated with propositions px= i p r n P I Np',) = " X IS Er,"/. (38) in which inferences over X are carried out. The next set of simulation results is given for the purpose of illustration of the above described fuzzy-Petrinet reasoning process and the kind of results that may be obtained. These The resulting fuzzy-Petri-net chaining is depicted in Figure  1 whereas the computed aggregate fuzzy distribution is presented in Figure 2 . Final values will depend, of course, on the method of defuzzification employed as indicated with the numerical results in Figure 2 . 
V CONCLUSION
The controlling factor in a Markov chain model is the transition probability that is a conditional probability for the system to go to a particular new state, given the current state of the system. It was shown in this paper that distributions values obtained from the fuzzy-Petri-net reasoning system can be assigned to probabilities of the states, in particular for unique definition of the initial state of the Markov chain model, which makes it solvable. Albeit it is believed that a similar procedure may be developed to assign state transition probabilities, this case is not well understood and it is task for future research. To some extent, this may serve the purpose of controlling the feasible events in Markov chain models.
In was shown in this work that by making use of the complementing formalism of Petri-net bipartite graphs, a model of fuzzy-rule production system as a model for inference and conclusion chaining can be constructed. Furthermore, this system i s compatible with wellstructured algorithms for data-driven execution of fuzzyrule knowledge bases. This process is based on a FKB execution approach through the compositional rule of inference, so that most of the computational load is put to the design stage, and not execution stage. This atlows the complexity of the execution algorithms to remain independent of the discretization of the discourse universes over which the linguistic variables to be manipulated in the fuzzy production systems are defined.
Despite the fact that the analysis of the whole process and the description of the algorithms is carried out for a sup-min compositional rule of inference, the same results are valid for the sup-prcd rule, although with less flexibility in the definition of the linguistic truth values that qualify the rules. We have also used the Petri net formalism in order to obtain a formal structure that permits the definition of algorithms for carrying out inferences in different situations.
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